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The logo on the far left on the white background is the official logo of the Olympic Games. The
logo next to it on the black background is another color option for the main logo, which is to
be used for when the logo is placed on darker backgrounds. The logo in the gray with the white
text and the colorful rings can be used to the designers digression when choosing a logo for a
dark backgrounds.

LOGO RULES

Above is the official symbol
of the games it can be separated from the text. It can
also appear on any type of
background. It cannot be
distorted in any way. It can
be scaled up or down.

The logo Variation above can
be used as necessary. Text is
not involved so it can appear
on any sort of background.
The Olympic rings however
must not be tampered with.
And the scale must remain
the same.
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2030 Olympics
This is the official secondary logo. As the first logo was more vertical this is a horizontal solution. These logos go by the same rules as the verticals. Dark backgrounds require white text and
white rings, whereas light backgrounds require dark text and colored rings. These logo options
are mostly to be used when the main logo simply doesn’t fit. Horizontal logos are good for headings and horizontal banner posters.

2030 Olympics

LOGO RULES
This is another variation of the logo it is hardly to be used. The main focus should be on the
other two logos, and this can be chosen as a last resort in order to fit the design needs. However,
this does show the proper method of how to choose between the logos with the black text versus
the white text. Here that photo is lighter thanks to the clouds in the sky and the snow capped
mountains so naturally the black text logo works the best.
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Colors to be used are a
strict gray scale of 0% K,
20% K, 50% K, 70% K and
100% K. The actual color
swatches to be used equally
are Magenta, Earth Green,
Banana and Droplet. They
are not to be mixed with
one another to make a new
color. The opacity can be
varied as long as it doesn’t
change the core shade of
the given color. Tints may
be added to photos as long
as they are not mixed with
one another.

Earth Green

HEX: 00A651
RGB: 0, 166, 81
CMYK: 100, 0, 100, 0
PANTONE: 7741 CP

Banana

HEX: FFDE17
RGB: 255, 222, 23
CMYK: 0, 10, 95, 0
PANTONE: 115 CP

COLOR PALETTE

Magenta

HEX: EC008C
RGB: 236, 0, 140
CMYK: 0, 100, 0, 0
PANTONE: 226 CP

Droplet

HEX: 00AEEF
RGB: 0, 174, 239
CMYK: 100, 0, 0, 0
PANTONE: 3135 CP
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Laca Italics
Laca Italics
Laca Italics

FONTS

FRANCONIA
franconia

laca family

FRANCONIA
franconia

Bold Regular Light

franconia

The Laca font family is the main
font of the Olympic Games. Laca
Bold is for MAIN headings. Laca
Regular is for sub-headings. Laca
Light is for event smaller headline and
is great for a high font contrast. Light
is also used for all instances of numbers. 0123456789 All the italics are
used for real emphasis on words. Mostly
used for the phrase “Olympic Bid City.”
Starling is only to be used for body
or to differentiate smaller text
from headlines.

starling
FRANCONIA
franconia
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OTHER ELEMENTS

This watercolor mark
is very important to the
design brand of Franconia 22.’ The mark can
only be used in Magenta,
Earth Green, Banana,
Droplet, Black or White.
It can be used as a straight
line, curvy line or perfect
circle. Please do not use
it for rectangles or ovals.
The linear watercolor
marks are more used as
highlighters to important
words or titles. Circles are
used to separate photos
(similar to the one on this
page), to generally surround any photos masked
in circles and as opaque
abstract watercolor marks
(see stationary).
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SPORT ICONS
These are the Official Icons of the Franconia Olympic Games. They are interpreted based
off of the sports of the winter games. They feature the classic watermark of the brand.
They are to only be scaled up and down. DO NOT SKEW. The stroke weight must also
not be tampered with. As for the icons to be used to depict locations. They are Laca Bold
and should not have any character or paragraph changes added to them.
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2030 Fanconia Bid City
The Fanconia Olympic Commitee is
recconized by the ICC
Sponsered by:
Franconia Town Hall Mayor;
Marshall Kinsman
New Hampshire State Representatives;
Chris Pappas & Annie Kuster
New Hampshire State Senators;
Maggie Hassan & Jeanne Shaheen
2030 Fanconia Bid City
The Fanconia Olympic Commitee is
recconized by the ICC

Welcome to the 2030 Olympics Games!
We are excited to have you here and look forward to a week of
entertainment and grueling competition. The Franconia Team has

Sponsered by:
Franconia Town Hall Mayor;
Marshall Kinsman
New Hampshire State Representatives;
Chris Pappas & Annie Kuster
New Hampshire State Senators;
Maggie Hassan & Jeanne Shaheen

The mission goes: “Our goal is to create an Olympic Games focused
on Strong Community, Environmental Conservation, Social Activism and Tough Competition” and this is true through and through.

2030 Olympics

All villages and living amenities have been prepared with everything
and anything the athletes will need. The Franconia team has liaisons at every area of the games so that any questions you may have
can be taken care of. Feel free to reach out to our hotline for the
games with any urgent concerns as well (+1-603-111-2030).

2030

participating team and athletes should know their schedule before
through INFO@FRANCONIA30.org. We will be keeping the
games on a strict schedule at each venue and the weather is looking
spectacular. All the best and good luck!
Sincerely,

2030

Event Coordinator
Nora Butler
Contact
FRANCONIA30.com
INFO@FRANCONIA30.org

Art Director
Nora Butler
Contact
FRANCONIA30.com
INFO@FRANCONIA30.org

Art Director
Nora Butler

Contact
FRANCONIA30.com
ART@FRANCONIA30.org
+1 (603) 802-3468

STATIONARY

The stationary is to be used throughout the organization. Each section of the department will get a stack of their own to be used for marketing and communication
purposes. Depending on the recipient of the notices the format can be changed to fit
the needs of certain language writing spaces.
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